
Multiple Choices
Exceptional Flexibility
The MULTIFIT downlight family offers multiple product choices providing 

exceptional flexibility for any space



Your classic downlight, with ½” baffle for 

glare control and a familiar style, which 

makes it suitable for any space.

An adjustable downlight, for your slope 

ceiling, wall grazing and highlighting 

artwork and architectural elements by 

directing the light where you need it.

Trimless cloud downlight designed to add 

side lighting for general area lighting.

Note: MGR and MCR are not available for 8".

The MULTIFIT line has been designed with flexibility in mind. Its multiple features, 

including SelectKelvin and DualDim technology, make it a perfect companion for 

any space. From residential to commercial, multifamily to mixed-use buildings, its 

wide voltage range and multiple dimming options allow for direct mount in new 

construction or most ambitious remolding projects with its ultra-shallow design. 

A Comprehensive Selection Of Fixtures

Unparalleled Flexibility

Flat Round Downlight (MFR) 

Gimbal Round Downlight (MGR) 

Cloud Round Downlight (MCR) 

HIGH CRI

LED TECHNOLOGY

4" 4" 6"

8"

4"

6" 6"

MFRMCRMGR

Multiple Sizes In Shallow Design
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DIMMABLE

120V0-10V

DIMMABLE

All MULTIFIT products are suitable for 120-277V input and feature our DualDim technology allowing the 

luminaire to be dimmed with either TRIAC/ELV or 0-10V controls. Taking the guesswork out of auditing 

an existing space and providing optimal flexibility while minimizing un-expected installation issues in the 

field. Whether your project is residential, commercial, mixed-use, new construction or remodel, MULTIFIT 

allows you to use one luminaire and simplify all phases of the job from specification to ordering to 

installation!  

Utilizing our SelectKelvin technology, select the CCT before, 

during, or after installation with just the flip of a switch. The 

external switch allows you to set the color temperature to 

2700/3000/3500/4000/5000K CCT during or even after installation 

to customize any application and set the right atmosphere for 

your space.

MULTIFIT fixtures install directly into the ceiling without 

the need for an additional J-box or recessed can. All 

you need is a hole in the ceiling, wire the driver and 

use the springs action clips to sit the fixture flush and 

secured in no-time.

The shallow design, along with its IC, Air-tight and Wet 

Location ratings, allow any MULTIFIT to install virtually 

anywhere. 

Installation Made Easy

MCRMFR

MGR Driver
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The Right CCT For Your Project
Ready For Any Dimming Protocol



Available in 4”, 6” and 8”, from 650lm to 1,850lm. The Flat Round 

Downlight, with its regressed light source, is ideal for residential 

and commercial task lighting, as well as common areas where a 

discrete and glare-free product is required. 

Available in 4” and 6”, from 650lm to 850lm. The Gimbal downlight 

is able to tilt up to 30°.  It is recommended for wall grazing, 

highlighting artwork or simply for slope and an unusual ceilling 

where you need to direct the light down or toward an object.

Available in 4” and 6”, from 650lm to 1,100lm. The Cloud down-

light is a great option for any common area where smooth and 

optimal general illumination is required. 

Residential: kitchen, bathrooms, office, living room…

Commercial: boutique, coffee shop, cafeteria, corridors, hair salon, 

rest area, gyms…

Residential: patios, lobby, attic, stairwell, basement…

Commercial: stairwell, gallery, grocery, hair salon, coffee shop, bars, 

restaurant...

Residential: kitchen, bedroom, living room, home cinemas, offices…

Commercial: waiting room, coffee room, corridors, restaurant, 

hallways, gyms, lockers…

Height

8'

12'

14'

20'

Kitchen, Bathroom, 

Dining room, Office…

Hair salon, Clothing 

boutique, Nail spa… 

Multifamily, Housing, 

Stairwell, Mixed-use building...

Coffee shop, Bakery, Hotel, 

Cafeteria, Restaurant…

Hallway, Corridor, Gym, 

Locker, Laundry room…

MGR4

MGR6 

MCR4

MCR6

MFR4

MFR6

650lm 650lm 650lm

1,100lm 1,100lm

1,500lm

1,850lm

MCR6HO MFR6HO

MFR8

MFR8HO

Flat Round Downlight (MFR) 

Gimbal Round Downlight (MGR)

Cloud Round Downlight (MCR)

Applications

Applications

Applications

850lm 850lm 850lm

A Solution For Any Space

Available For Multiple Mounting Heights



Your Partner for Professional Lighting Solutions
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